
Automated Vial Filling
Systems 

– Powder and liquid dosing
– Volumetric or gravimetric
– Labelling and barcode tracking
– Screw, crimp and push-fit caps
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Automated Vial Filling 
Automated vial filling for screening, batch and small run automation. 
Vials are filled with solids and liquids before capping.  Integration of on-
line weighing, labelling, barcoding and LIMS systems ensure tracabiltiy.

Overview

Labman has manufactured many vial 
filling systems. Typically vials are auto-
matically transferred from racks, 
dispensers, balances, cameras, 
cappers and labellers.  Systems can be 
designed for a few racks or for 1000s of 
vials which can be processed over-
night. Labman is familiar with incorpo-
rating requirements that cannot be 
implemented on production machinery 
such as special atmospheres, 
temperature controls, multiple feeders 
and downstream processing. 

Dosing techniques
Suitable dosing techniques  depend on 
material properties.  Methods Labman 
has automated previously are:

- Spatula powder transfer
- Vibrated hopper powder feeding
- Volumetric powder feeding 
- Auger powder feeding
- Proprietary powder feeders
- Positive displacement dispensing
- Aspirate / dispense liquid dispensing
- Proprietary syringe liquid dispensers
- Pressure and valve dispensing
- High speed micro valve dispensing
- Vacuum pick and place for solids
- Bowl feeding for caps/vials/tablets
- Extruding and cutting pastes

Case studies

High-throughput sterile vial filling
This system fills vials with liquids such 
as blood plasma and viral strains. The 
system fills 2ml Sarstedt vials and also 
4ml Nalgene vials. Vials are accurately 
filled with defined volumes of liquids 
and then capped to a specified torque. 
The system decaps, fills and then 
re-caps a vial every 3.5 seconds. The 
entire system fits within a biological 
safety cabinet with extraction.  

Powder and liquid filling prior to GC
Labman has manufactured a number 
of systems which perform sample 
preparation prior to analysis. One 
example performs gravimetric powder 
and liquid additions before mixing, 
crimping, and loading into a GC analy-
ser rack. The system produces 400 
samples per day. Sample data is 
created in analyser friendly files ensur-
ing quick and simple sample transfer to 
the analyser. 
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Advantages
Cost saving
Manual filling errors are eliminated and 
staff utilisation is increased.

Performance
Automated systems ensure vial filling 
is repeatable and reproducible. 

Throughput
Overnight and continuous operation 
ensures throughput and capacity 
improvements, versus manual meth-
ods.  

Safety
Enclosed, automated systems 
minimise chemical exposure, and 
eliminate repetative manual handling.

Data
Data is securely archived and can be 
managed according to 21CFR part 11.  
User and system logs ensure traceable 
operation.

“ The solution Labman provided allows us to produce 
many more vials in a much safer and controlled way. The 
incorporation of our existing methods was invaluable. ” 
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